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All MLFD Auxiliary Events Have Been Cancelled
It is with deep regret that I must inform you that the current MLFD Auxiliary has disbanded
due to lack of volunteers/support for the Auxiliary board positions and helping with events.
The Auxiliary had tried to reach out to the community for volunteers/support, but came to the
conclusion at their meeting this past Saturday that it was not feasible to put on these events
with minimal volunteers and support. If you have sent money in for the raffle it will be
returned as soon as possible. If you have donated something for the rummage sale it will be
donated to another nonprofit agency in the area.
There will not be a Fourth of July Parade, Rummage Sale, Bingo, Pancake breakfasts, or any
other events under the auxiliary due to the lack of support. It was our hopes to continue these
events until the end of the season then to formerly dissolve the current nonprofit corporation
that the auxiliary operates under at the end of the year and have a community group start a
new nonprofit corporation. We are hoping to see another nonprofit start up in the community
so MLVFD incorporated can donate some of the assets like the bingo and popcorn machines to
keep them in the community for your enjoyment.
It was recommended by our legal counsel and other advisors to start taking the necessary
actions to dissolve the MLVFD by the end of 2017 so there is a clear distinction between the
District (tax dollars) and the corporation (civic organization). The current corporation that the
auxiliary operates under was started to help raise funds for the District while tax dollars were
slowly trickling into the District. Most of the equipment in the station has been through the
efforts of the auxiliary and the community. The support and efforts of the community and
auxiliary throughout the years has not gone unnoticed and is greatly appreciated! I would also
like to thank Linda Jackson, Laura Chrisman, and Sue Denson for their efforts to try and keep
the auxiliary operating this year.
Sincerely,
Kevin Schulte, Fire Chief

